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relativefinder.org

RELATIVE FINDER

Ever wonder if you've got some long-lost
cousins out there? Relative Finder allows
you to see how you are related to friends,
coworkers, prophets, historical figures,
and more!

Use our community features to
connect with your relatives
from around the globe!

New! Connect with people nearby
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VIRTUAL
PEDIGREE

Virtual Pedigree allows you to navigate
your family tree with a new and
revolutionary fluid interface. Simply
click (or touch!) and drag, and begin
exploring ancestors and their
descendants! It gives you hints
and help as you explore your
tree, and now includes LDS
Ordinance information. Take
it for a spin!
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DESCENDANCY
EXPLORER

Members of the LDS church can use their
FamilySearch account to find names of
their ancestors that are ready to take to
the temple. Simply log in and let us
find the names for you. Let's get
started!
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TREE SWEEPER

Have you ever found that a particular
ancestor was born before their
parents? Tree Sweeper will help you
to find unlikely or erroneous parts
of your tree and will help you to
fix them.
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RECORD QUEST

Do you want to learn how to do family
history in a fun and interactive way?
Record Quest is an engaging
adventure game designed to teach
kids family history research skills.
Next time your kids want to play
a video game, give them
something engaging that
will also teach them
valuable research skills.
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BROWNIE

Brownie is designed to make quality
genealogy simple and step-by-step. It
carefully analyzes what research needs
to be done for a family or individual and
creates to-do lists that link you to the
resources you need! It also tracks
what research you’ve done so that
you don’t get lost or forget what
you were doing. In short,
Brownie does family history
faster!
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PEDIGREE PIE

25% American. 75% Irish. 100% You.
Pedigree Pie shows your international
heritage in a single easy-to-read chart.
Click on the chart to view details
about where and when your
ancestors lived, and to trace
back your family's path
through history!
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ONE PAGE
GENEALOGY

One Page Genealogy is the place for you
to view, customize, and download your
family tree all in one page! View up
to 20 generations of ascendancy
or descendancy. Change colors
and tree styles. Download and
print to show your family and
friends!
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GENEOPARDY

What is the game that tests your
knowledge of your family tree?
Geneopardy! If you think you know
your family tree, try out this fun
game and prove your knowledge to
your friends and family. Enjoy
hours of entertainment in
Family Home Evenings, at
family reunions or just on
your own.
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WHEEL OF
FAMILY FORTUNE

It pays to know your family history.
Wheel of Family Fortune is the
classic party game that tests how
well you know your ancestor's
names. Play alone, or add other
players to create a fun game
for the whole family!
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ANCESTOR
GAMES

Ready for some family-centered fun?
AncestorGames uses information
from your tree to create
personalized crossword puzzles,
wordsearches, coloring pages,
and more!
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FAMILY
CALENDAR

Your family history is made of up
important events like births, deaths,
immigrations and more. Family
Calendar makes it easy to create a
custom calendar with all of the
important events from your
family history. Your calendar
can then be exported to
Google or Apple
Calendar.
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